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New board focuses on four goals at first meeting 
Deferred maintenance, salaries 
top list of possible improvements 
By CHAD GALLAGHER 
Associate news editor 
Organizers of Tuesday's four-
hour Board of Trustees meeting 
wasted little time with antics and 
quickly addressed future goals of 
the board and university before 
progressing into campus reports. 
Tuesday marked a new be-
ginning for Eastern as the board 
met for the first time as the 
university's new individual gov-
erning board replacing the former 
Board of Governors. 
"This has been a long time 
coming so let's get to it," Associate 
Circuit Court Judge Dale Cini of 
Coles County said before swearing 
in the seven new trustee members. 
"This marks the day of a new 
era," board member Keith Branson 
said. "Eastern is now in charge of 
its own future." 
administrators, was the first and 
foremost improvement targeted by 
the new board. 
Currently 40 percent of the 
university's value is lost through 
damaged campus structures due to 
deferred maintenance. 
Raising faculty and staff salaries 
• Charleston's Mack Hollowell 
elected Board of Trustees 
chairman 
STORY page 3 
along with keeping pace with 
advancing technological demands 
were also addressed by Branson. 
Branson vaguely described four 
main improvements Eastern and 
the board will need to make to 
better the quality of education at 
the university. 
Deferred maintenance, which 
later echoed in the reports of many 
Laurent Gosselin, president of 
Eastern's chapter of the University 
Professionals of Illinois, and 
President David Jorns agree labor 
negotiations, so far, appear to be 
improving now that they are being 
handled on campus through the 
administration rather than through 
the BOG. 
Branson's final goal of the board 
was to keep the cost of higher 
See MEETING page 2 
CHET PIOTROWSKI/Photo editor 
Keith Branson, a member of Eastern s Board of Trustees, talks with President David Jorns Tuesday at the 
boards first meeting in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. 
New taxi cab company to serve Eastern, Charleston 
By JENNY RUEHLE 
Staff writer 
said Huddleston, who is a 
Charleston resident. "I got calls 
from friends looking for rides and it 
started to get expensive with gas 
money, and that's when the need 
just hit me right in the face." 
to be all for it," Huddleston said. six-passenger vans. There also will 
soon be a mini-bus that holds up to 
14 passengers. 
Mattoon Wal-mart area twice a day 
and once a week to Tuscola. She 
will also provide her services on 
Friday and Saturday nights to go to 
the Showplace 8 theater. 
Jana Huddleston realizes that 
sometimes it takes more than your 
fmgers to do the walking. 
On Jan. 1, Huddleston opened H 
& H Transportation Services, the 
first taxi cab service in Charleston 
in eight years. 
Huddleston said she hopes there 
will be a big demand for her 
services with the Eastern students 
back for spring semester. 
Additionally, Huddleston said the 
community seems really excited 
about the idea and many companies 
are asking for the bus to stop close 
to their establishments so they can 
receive better business. 
The price for riding the taxi cab 
in the Charleston area is a flat rate 
of $3.7 5 and an additional $1 per 
person. 
Huddleston said she plans to use 
the mini-bus for Eastern student 
groups who want to go on shopping 
trips and other activities. Neg-
otiations are still in progress with 
Eastern about those plans and she 
expects an answer soon from the 
university. 
The cost to ride the mini-bus will 
be $1 per person. 
Additionally, Huddleston said 
she is planning to have tickets made 
for students to purchase a bus 
ticket at the cashier's office. Tickets 
will cost $5 for five rides. 
"I started the service because I 
was aware of so many people in 
this town who had no way around," 
"I have distributed flyers and 
talked to several students about the 
new taxi cab service and they seem 
Huddleston said the company is 
also running eight-passenger and 
Huddleston is making a schedule 
for the mini-bus to run to the See TAXI page 2 
Most Buzzard Building offices 
make move across campus 
By SCOTT BOEHMER 
Campus editor 
Preparations for the $10 million 
renovation of Buzzard Building has 
begun, leaving classrooms and some 
faculty offices moved into various 
campus buildings. 
Mahmood Butt, chairman of the 
secondary education department, said all 
of the offices formerly housed in the 
building have been moved into 
International House, with the exception of 
educational guidance and counseling, 
secondary education and foundations and 
educational administration. 
WEIU-TV and Radio will also 
temporarily remain in Buzzard. 
While Butt said the new office spaces 
are more cramped and have added 
pressure to faculty members, he said he 
believes most faculty members has 
reacted well to the move. 
"We all realize this is temporary faculty 
space for construction and therefore it is 
obviously cramped and not what they 
used to have, but that's the price you pay 
for a project like this," Butt said. "They 
are reacting very well." 
As well as moving faculty, classrooms 
and labs which were formerly located in 
Buzzard Building had to be relocated. 
Physical Plant Director Ted Weidner 
said virtually all available classroom 
space in most academic buildings have 
been used, as well as some in campus 
housing. 
"We are making some renovations in 
See BUZZARD page 2 
Needy to benefit from tuition hikes 
IBHE recommendation leaves less for Eastern 
By BETSY COLE 
Administration editor 
A provision in the budget recommend-
ations recently approved by the Illinois 
Board of Higher Education requires that a 
portion of a state school's tuition increase 
exceeding 3 percent go to needy students, 
leaving Eastern with less money than it 
expected after a 4.3 percent tuition 
increase. 
Since Eastern's tuition 4.3 percent 
increase for the 1996-97 academic year 
exceeds the IBHE recommended 3 percent 
increase by 1.3 percent, roughly 20 percent 
of the excess must go to the Illinois Student 
Aid Commission as financial aid for needy 
students at Eastern, IBHE spokesman Ross 
Hodel said. 
Eastern's 4.3 percent increase raises 
tuition from $1,968 per semester to $2,052 
-an $84 increase, Olsen said. 
ISAC, the second largest need-based 
program in the nation, offers scholarships 
to students at Illinois universities based on 
a variety of factors such as expected family 
contribution and the cost of college, Hodel 
said. 
ISAC established the 20 percent rate by 
estimating the number of students at 
Eastern qualified for the Monetary Award 
Program, said Vice President for Business 
Affairs Morgan Olsen. 
Consequently, $135,700 of Eastern's 1.3 
percent will be used by ISAC for MAP 
awards to assist their Eastern recipients in 
covering the extra cost, he said. 
"It's very important that we don't 
outprice our students," said Student Vice 
President for Public Affairs Jason 
Anselment. 
But, he added, Eastern was counting on 
the excess money to fund several problem 
areas. 
"The reason the student committee 
See TUITION page 2 
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Infectious diseases on the rise 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Infectious diseases are on 
a global rebound, killing thousands more Americans, 
surviving potent antibiotics and possibly evolving 
into stronger bugs as the climate changes, a coalition 
of doctors warned Tuesday. 
The world is "more vulnerable than ever before," 
said Nobel laureate Joshua Lederberg, who led a call 
by the Journal of the American Medical Association 
and 35 other international medical journals for a 
global battle against infections. 
Tuesday, doctors in 21 countries published 242 
studies to illustrate the scope of the threat. Among 
the most alarming: The U.S. death rate from infec-
tious diseases rose 58 percent between 1980 and 
1992, and a snapshot of middle America found 
antibiotic resistance growing fast. 
"That doesn't mean people should panic," 
Lederberg emphasized. 
The development of antibiotics once had doctors 
predicting infectious diseases would be conquered by 
now. Instead, in the past decade new infections such 
as the AIDS virus suddenly began killing hundreds 
of thousands , older diseases like tuberculosis 
returned and bacteria began evolving to defy treat-
ment. 
Instead, the findings should persuade world gov-
ernments and drug makers to fund research to fight 
back - and doctors to stop overprescribing antibi-
otics, a practice that boosts drug-resistant bacteria. 
"We have the rumbles of volcanoes that are going 
to erupt," he said. "We don't know if the eruptions 
will be tomorrow or ... in 30 years, but the scene is 
set for any number of outbreaks. Our technical abili-
ties could give us the necessary defenses. 
Hillary Clinton faces bullies on book tour 
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) -
Beaming at "I Trust Hillary" signs 
and likening her critics to neigh-
borhood bullies, Hillary Rodham 
Clinton basked in hometown 
cheers Tuesday. She said she will 
testify to Congress if that's what it 
takes to put Whitewater behind 
her. 
As she began a 1 0-city tour to 
promote her new book, Mrs. 
Clinton told an auditorium filled 
with hundreds of supporters that 
"despite all the storm about 
Whitewater" she hoped the 
American people focus on impor-
tant issues such as the well-being 
of the nation's children. 
~ ~REPORT 
, ~I 
AS SOCIA TED PRESS 
A few blocks from the down-
town hotel where she spoke, her 
indicted Whitewater business part-
ners and Arkansas Gov. Jim Guy 
Tucker were in a pre-trial court 
hearing trying to fend off charges 
that they looted a savings and loan 
before it collapsed. Tucker and 
James and Susan McDougal face a 
March 4 trial. 
And in Washington the Senate 
Whitewater Committee heard from 
three White House aides who on 
Nov. 5, 1993, met with the 
Clintons' personal lawyers after 
spending several months gathering 
information about the then-bur-
geoning criminal investigations of 
Whitewater. 
Appearing happy to be away 
from Washington, Mrs. Clinton 
spent half an hour chatting and 
autographing copies of her book 
on raising children for more than 
100 friends who turned out in 
heavy fog to greet her at the air-
port. Two dozen or so supporters 
carried signs bearing hand-drawn 
messages of support. 
TUITION from page one-----
decided on a 4.3 percent increase was due to the 
belief that the university needed more funding to 
address critical problems such as low faculty salaries 
and the shortage of monies for equipment acquisi-
tions and computers," Olsen said. "That is money 
that can't be used for these things." 
mix of graduate and undergraduate students, Olsen 
said. 
Tuition Review Committee member Bryan Gutraj 
said the committee didn't know about the IBHE stip-
ulation when it agreed on the 4.3 percent increase. 
The remaining $1 ,050,200 generated from the 
tuition increase stays at Eastern. This income fund 
money is based on many factors such as fee waivers, 
a mix of resident and non-resident students and a 
"I don't like it," he said. "I would've liked a little 
lower increase." 
The tuition increases of state schools ranged from 
2.7 to 6.2 percent, with the average tuition increase 
being 4.5 percent, Hodel said. 
BUZZARD 
McAfee (Gymnasium) to accom-
modate a journalism dark room 
and a portion of the instructional 
media center (computer lab)," 
Weidner said. "I think we did 
some renovations in residence 
halls for classroom space in 
Stevenson." 
Weidner said the construction 
itself also puts more strain on the 
campus buildings, which will be 
receiving more use. 
"The buildings will be able to 
survive alright for a short amount 
of time," Weidner said. "If we 
were to do it all the time for five 
or ten years they would really 
from page one 
show some wear quickly." 
In addition to heavier use, 
Weidner also said he would be 
able to do less in the way of 
maintenance because of the addi-
tional classrooms being used. 
"This will put strain on the 
whole campus," Butt said. "It's 
such a large project, and that's 
why I'd simply say every avail-
able space is being used." 
Weidner said the initial phase 
of the renovation, which has 
already begun, will consist of 
demolition of some areas in 
Buzzard Building which will not 
be used after the renovation is 
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completed. 
"Before construction begins 
demolition has to be done, and 
demolition has been started," Butt 
said. "The building has been 
handed over to contractors , 
except for the areas where offices 
still are, and they've begun con-
struction." 
Weidner said he anticipates the 
demolition phase of the renova-
tion taking about a month, to be 
followed by the start of construc-
tion on the building. 
Weidner estimated the total 
construction on the building will 
take about two years. 
STUDENTS 
Need money? 
Then come to our 
open house 
Wednesday and 
Thursday at 
700 W. Lincoln 
8 A.M. - 4 P.M. 
Give us your 
schedule and we can 
work around it! 
Never a Fee 
Western Staff 
Service 
345-1303 
http:/ /www.advant. 
com/western/ 
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education reasonable to students 
while still making improvements 
in maintenance, salaries and 
equipment. 
" The programs and services 
here are second to none," Branson 
said. 
Jason Anselment, student body 
representative on the board, said in 
his address to the board that stu-
dents will likely not be willing to 
foot the bill for improvements 
through a tuition increases in 
1997. 
"(The Student Government) 
may be a thorn in your side come 
tuition and fee time," Anselment 
told the board. 
Anselment said it is important 
for students to develop a working 
relationship with the local board to 
ensure proper student representa-
tion. 
"I'm going to go to many orga-
nizations around campus and try to 
orientate students on what the 
board is about," he said before an 
audience of about 45 people. "I'll 
also gather feedback and report to 
the board." 
The first meeting then pro-
gressed into various action items 
including the approval of the 
board's bylaws and regulations, 
which were described as reworked 
BOG documents. 
The election of officers and 
approval of future meeting dates 
were also completed. The remain-
ing meetings for 1996 are sched-
uled for March 11, May 10, July 5, 
Sept. 23 and Nov. 4. 
The board also approved a reso-
lution to be part of a liability self-
insurance program in likely part-
nership with the other four BOG 
schools. 
The program will provide $5 
million dollars of coverage, and 
currently Western Illinois 
University, Governors State 
University and Eastern have 
acknowledged partnership. 
Chicago State University and 
Northeastern Illinois University 
have not yet met with their new 
boards to decide their stance. 
Informational items including 
the budget recommendations for 
1997 were also presented to the 
new board. 
The Illinois Board of Higher 
Education is recommending a 5.56 
percent increase to the 1997 bud-
get. 
Eastern requested a 17.96 per-
cent increase and the BOG 
endorsed a 12 percent increase 
before the IBHE made its recom-
mendation, which will be decided 
on by Gov. Jim Edgar and the state 
legislature. 
"It is a great fall from the 18 
percent we wanted," Jorns said of 
the IBHE's recommendation. "We 
still remain the most underfunded 
university in the state." 
Acting Provost Terry Weidner 
gave a report to the board regard-
ing the February evaluation by the 
North Central Accreditation team. 
Olsen said the NCA had no stip-
ulations to their awarding of a 10-
year period of accreditation but 
had a few concerns for the univer-
sity to address. 
At the top of the list was 
deferred maintenance along with 
equipment replacement. 
" This is a remarkably clean 
'' I'm going to go to 
many organizations 
around campus and try to ori-
entate students on what the 
board is about. I'll also gather 
feedback and report to the 
board. 
- Jason Anselment, 
Student vice president for 
public affairs 
report that does well for the uni-
versity," board member Thomas 
Johnson said. 
Olsen also updated the board on 
the current Buzzard Building reno-
vations, which took full swing this 
week. 
The seven member board 
replacing the BOG consists of 
Susan Gilpin, Dr. Mack Hollowell, 
Nate Anderson, Carl Koerner, 
Betsy Mitchell , Branson and 
Johnson. 
Vice President for Student 
Affairs Lou Hencken also gave a 
report on the status of enrollment, 
Title IX and the problems of 
deferred maintenance in residence 
halls. 
Anderson asked Hencken about 
the percentage of students living in 
university housing and how poor 
building conditions can affect the 
number of students that choose to 
live in university housing. 
Currently 55 percent of the stu-
dent body lives in university hous-
ing, and building renovations are a 
must to maintain high quality 
housing to attract students , 
Hencken said. 
Faculty Senate Chairman John 
Simpson and Staff Senate 
Chairwoman Sandra Bingham-
Porter also gave brief reports to 
the board regarding their groups. 
The meeting then went into 
executive session for over an hour 
before board members returned for 
a final presentation about the 
World Wide Web at Eastern. 
PiRK PLACE APARTMENTS 
The only OFF Campus Housing 
OJVCampus 
(Located across from the Union on 7th Street) 
~Now Leasing for FALL '96 
• 1,2 & J Bedroom 
furnished Units 
·free Parking 
•free Trash 
·Central AC 
·Balconies 
·Laundry 
•Dishwashers 
Call anytime 348-1479 
for an appointment 
Office hours: 4-6 p.m. MTWRF 
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Former BOG member elected board's first chairman 
Hollowell brings 'longtime 
experience to university' 
By CHAD GALLAGHER 
Associate news editor 
The only former member 
of the Board of Governors 
now on Eastern's Board of 
Trustees was unanimously 
elected as the first chairman 
of the university's board. 
Dr. Mack Hollowell, a 
semi-retired Charleston 
physician, said he was opti-
mistic about the opportunity 
to improve Eastern as chair-
man of the new governing 
board. 
"This is an exciting time 
for us," Hollowell said. "We 
have a lot of work to do, but 
I know we are up to the chal-
lenge. This board has a 
tremendous opportunity to 
benefit Eastern and the stu-
dents enrolled here." 
Jill Nilsen, special assis-
tant to the president, said 
Hollowell's background with 
Eastern and higher education 
will help in leading the way 
for the new board. 
"Dr. Hollowell brings to 
the position longtime experi-
ence with Eastern and long-
time experience with the 
BOG along with knowledge 
of higher education in the 
state that is pertinent to the 
new board," Nilsen said. "He 
will bring to that role excel-
lent direction in his tenure as 
chair." 
Board member Susan 
Gilpin, vice president of The 
Northern Trust Co. in Chi-
cago, was elected vice chair-
woman by the trustees, while 
Thomas Johnson, an attorney 
from Rockford, was elected 
as the board's secretary. 
Betsy Mitchell, a real-
estate broker and lobbyist in 
Champaign, was elected as 
the board's representative to 
Board of Trustees 
officers elected 
• Chairman: 
Mack Hollowell, 
semi-retired Charleston physician 
• Vice chairwoman: 
Susan Gilpin, 
vice president of The Northern 
Trust Co. in Chicago 
• Secretary: 
Thomas Johnson, 
Rockford attorney 
• Representative to the 
university Civil Service 
Merit Board: 
Betsy Mitchell, 
a real- estate broker and 
lobbyist in Champaign 
the university Civil Service 
Merit Board. 
Eastern President David 
Jorns said he is pleased with 
all of the board members and 
believes the new governing 
body will benefit the school. 
"We are pleased with all of 
the officer on the new board 
and I am sure they will all do 
very well," he said. 
Officers on the board will 
serve a one- year term, and 
elections will again be held 
in January. 
Lodge fire damage 
estimated at $375,000 
By MELANIE McCLAIN 
City editor 
A Monday morning fire that 
destroyed a Charleston lodge may 
have resulted in an estimated 
$375,000 damage, according to a 
Charleston fire department official. 
The Charleston Fire Department 
received a call at 7:15 a.m. 
Monday that a fire had started at 
the Eagles Lodge, 215 Sixth St., 
said Paul Cottingham, the fire 
department's arson investigator. 
"This is strictly a guesstimate," 
Cottingham said. "We only have 
what we roughly put together yes-
terday." 
Although the fire department has 
been investigating the cause of the 
fire since Monday morning, noth-
ing has been determined. 
"We do have a couple leads and 
theories," Cottingham said. 
"However, based on the fact that 
we don't have the other pieces to 
fit the puzzle together, we're going 
to leave it undetermined." 
Cottingham said the fire 
appeared to have started between 
the ceiling and the roof of the sin-
gle-story structure in the front one-
third of the building. 
There were no injuries or deaths 
reported and foul play is not sus-
pected, Cottingham said. 
Audrey Moore, head custodian 
for the Eagles, said the organiza-
tion met Monday night at My Place 
Lounge, 727 Seventh St., to deter-
mine what steps the organization 
will take. 
"We will rebuild," Moore said. 
"We would like to have a bigger 
building. We're looking around to 
see what we can come up with." 
Moore said the Eagles must find 
a location where they can have a 
liquor-licensed establishment. 
The Charleston Eagles were 
founded in Charleston in 1952. 
"This was the third building that 
we were in that I'm aware of," 
Moore said. 
"It's sad because there are a lot 
of memories you can't replace," 
Moore said. "One was Sam 
McNutt, who had donated an old 
pool table ... it cannot be replaced." 
Moore said the Eagles will con-
tinue to hold their 7 p.m. 
Wednesday meetings at My Place 
Lounge until a new building is con-
structed. 
TETSUYA KIKUMASA/Associate photo editor 
Carl Koerner (left), a Board of Trustee member, shakes hands with Sherry Mckee, president of the Civil 
Service Council, during the reception in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union Tuesday afternoon. 
CHET PIOTROWSKI/Photo editor 
Chairman Mack Hollowell (center) , listens to Vice President for Business Affairs Morgan Olsen (right) , 
discuss the liability self-insurance program during the boards first meeting. 
Mattoon Amtrak station may lose routes 
$2.5 million needed to keep trains running 
By ANDREW RODGERS 
Staff writer 
Eastern students who rely on 
the Mattoon Amtrak station for 
transportation throughout the state 
may find themselves stranded late 
next month since four Amtrak 
routes in central Illinois might 
close. 
State subsidiary funding for 
routes from Chicago to St. Louis, 
Springfield, Carbondale and 
Quincy will run out if an addition-
al $2.5 million is not reallocated 
from state funds by the Feb. 29 
deadline. 
According to State Rep. Harry 
"Babe" Woodyard, R-Chrisman, 
$2.5 million is needed to keep the 
trains running to the end of the fis-
cal year in late June. 
The Governor's Legislative 
Task Force is responsible for find-
ing the best possible solution to 
the funding dilemma. 
The task force is a bi-partisan 
committee of which Woodyard is 
a member. 
Although many solutions to the 
railroad funding problem have 
been proposed, Woodyard said 
the task force has not decided 
whether to focus on short- or long-
term funding solutions. 
"There was not agreement on 
our task force," he said. 
If the task force decides to focus 
on immediate funding, $10 million 
more will need to be allocated for 
the railway's annual costs after 
June 30, Woodyard said. 
However, if the committee 
wants to create a long-term solu-
tion to the problem, it will have to 
do so before the Feb. 29 deadline. 
After a January task force meet-
ing, Gov. Jim Edgar said he was 
hesitant to put more state money 
into routes that have lost riders 
over the past several years. 
"We still haven't seen much of 
a hue and a cry by the people who 
you would have thought would 
have been very vocal in wanting to 
see that service continued," Edgar 
said to Associated Press reporters. 
Mattoon Mayor Wanda 
Ferguson recently faxed a letter to 
Gov. Edgar to express her con-
cerns over the Amtrak funding 
problems. 
"Amtrak's management is not 
very good," she said. "I would 
rather the state run the railroad and 
lease it to someone." 
"People have stopped me on the 
street and said, 'We don't want to 
lose our trains ... Haven't you 
done anything?' We've done 
everything we can. How many 
times do I have to write the same 
letter?" 
Because 25 percent of Eastern 
students are from Cook County, 
Woodyard said many students 
would be inconvenienced if the 
interstate railroad system was dis-
banded in the central Illinois area. 
"We're talking about 500,000 
people a year that ride these trains 
(throughout Illinois)," Woodyard 
said. "It will definitely put more 
pressure on the highways." 
Currently two-thirds of the 
Mattoon station's business is run 
on interstate trains, according to 
an Amtrak source. If interstate 
train services stop, the station 
could close. 
Two years ago the Mattoon sta-
tion closed because it was not 
handicap accessible. However, 
students and local officials were 
able to get the station reopened 
after a series of petitions. 
"It was reopened once before," 
said the Amtrak source. "And we 
can do it again if necessary." 
I i .fj •t11 'I £fit§ i ii~t4*#1 
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Ethical questions 
over Gaddini speech 
warrant apology 
An unattributed poem used in Student Body 
President Michelle Gaddini 's commencement 
speech last semester raises too many ethical 
questions to go unnoticed. 
More than three-fourths of Gaddini 's speech 
consisted of an anonymous poem taken from e-
mail. 
This was a careless mistake on the part of 
the student body president. Although the poem 
was e-mailed to her without a name, she should 
have tracked down the poet before using it in 
her commencement speech, thus eliminating 
any question as to who was the original author. 
Perhaps more careless was the mistake of at 
least not attributing the speech as anonymous 
and coming from e-mail. Editorial Without some sort of 
attribution, the overall 
audience was mislead, 
having no indication the body of the speech 
was anything other than Gaddini 's original 
work. Gaddini 's argument that at least six 
groups of people also had received the poem 
through e-mail does not make missing attribu-
tion permissable. 
"I think it would be important to cite in that 
case that it came from the Internet and the 
author was unknown," said Frank Parcells, a 
speech communication professor. "It'd be the 
same type of thing as if I cite an article from a 
magazine with no author, I'd still cite the mag-
azine." 
This incident misleading the audience, 
whether inadvertent or not, should be acknowl-
edged by Gaddini. As student body president, 
she stands as an example for students. And as 
that example, she should take it upon herself to 
issue a formal apology to the student body. 
As a student-run organization, The Daily 
Eastern News took firm and immediate action 
by firing one columnist and asking the other to 
issue a written apology when both were 
accused of plagiarism in 1994. Because 
Gaddini 's speech borders on plagiarism by rais-
ing the same ethical questions, the student 
body president should take similar action. 
Hopefully, this admittance of error would be 
a voluntary act by Gaddini. However, if she 
refuses, the Student Government should take it 
upon itself to make sure some action is taken to 
shed light on the questionable incident. 
'' today' s quote 
When you steal from one author its 
plagiarism; if you steal from many, its 
research. 
- Wilson Mizner 
New Years resolutions for Student Senate 
During my time at Eastern, I've 
watched the Student Senate pro-
pose, discuss and vote on a number 
of bills and resolutions. 
I witnessed a 25-minute discus-
sion on whether to change "Parent's 
Weekend" to "Family Weekend." I '--------
watched a former Senate Speaker 
propose the building of a campus HEIDI KEISLER 
parking garage. I watched the sen- Regular columnist 
ate vote down a proposal to place 
Student Publications' funding 
under Student Government's con-
trol, only to approve the same resolution eight months later. 
But it's a new year, and with a new year come new resolu-
tions. I've penned my standard eat right, exercise more, get 
more sleep resolutions; now it's time for the senate to make 
some. For starters, I've come up with a few ideas of my own. 
• Senate New Year's Resolution 95-96-01: To diversity. 
The current Student Government consists of 35 white stu-
dents, 30 of who are greek. This does not represent the make-
up of Eastern's student body. 
While the current members can't force people to run for 
senate or executive seats, they can work to make Student 
Government an environment that is friendly and open for all 
students. They can go to different campus organizations like 
the Black Student Union and the Latin American Student 
Organization and explain their purpose and goals in hopes of 
sparking some interest in Student Government. They can 
recruit students from diverse backgrounds around election 
time to run with their parties. 
Lisa Garrison, student body vice president for student 
affairs, and Arnold Pulliam, president of Phi Beta Sigma fra-
ternity, have announced their intention to form a diversity 
party for the April Student Government elections. The party is 
a needed step in achieving a representative Student 
Government. 
• Senate New Year's Resolution 95-96-02: To follow 
through on promises. 
During the last few semesters students have heard promises 
of clean water in the dorms, access to teacher evaluations and 
posted senate meeting minutes in the Martin Luther King Jr. 
University Union walkway. But these and other promises have 
never surfaced. 
Particularly around election time in April, campaign 
promises will be stated, posted and otherwise made known to 
'Tve penned my 
standard eat 
right, exercise 
more, get more 
sleep resolutions; 
now its time for 
the senate to 
make some. " 
potential voters. This semester 
should be the one that sees issues 
tackled and followed through. 
• Senate New Year's Resolution 
95-96-03: To refuse to be pawns to 
the administration. 
At one time, Student Gov-
ernments joined forces with student 
publications and student groups to 
fight administrative bloat, tuition 
hikes and unfair policies. Senate 
members were student advocates. 
In our current set-up, students 
are fighting students. Instead of working together to achieve 
what is best for all students, instead of watchdogging the 
administration and making sure students never get the short 
end of the stick, we have a senate that rubber stamps most 
requests by the university president and a president that vows 
to sign whatever the senate places on his desk, whether he's 
read it or not. 
This can be the year that senate members and students work 
to make Eastern the best institution for the entire student body. 
• Senate New Year's Resolution 95-96-04: To contribute to 
a free press society. 
Perhaps my favorite of all the resolutions, this is important 
for several reasons. The senate passed a resolution in 
November calling for Student Government control of Student 
Publications' funds. The author of the resolution later revoked 
his support of it when a lawsuit seemed imminent, but the fact 
that such a resolution passed in the frrst place is disheartening. 
First, a press free from government control is called for in 
the United States Constitution. But it is also an important part 
of a democratic society and a healthy university. Only a free 
press can accurately watchdog and report on campus leaders, 
issues and events. Only a newspaper free from the danger of 
having its funds pulled when a controversial story hits page 
one can function as a newspaper should. 
The senate should recognize these facts and honor them. 
Future attempts to infringe on the free press's rights, and there-
fore the students' rights to know accurate and sometimes con-
troversial information, should be rejected this year. 
This year welcomes in a new group of senate members, and 
April brings Student Government elections. It's the perfect 
time for some new resolutions. 
-Heidi Keibler is editor in chief and a regular columnist 
~MON!/ 
WORK Wl1H 
ME HERE! 
Columnist missed the 
other side of Catholic 
divorce issue in Ireland 
your turn low the rules. Well, Mr. Gallagher, the Catholic faith has not changed its mind 
on the subject, and just because society 
has changed doesn't mean the Church is 
going to. You can either accept it or not, 
but remember-part of being Catholic is 
following Church Doctrine. May I sug-
gest you visit the Newman Center on 
Ninth Street and Lincoln Avenue once in 
a while. You don't know what you're 
Dear editor: 
I am writing in response to an editori-
al column submitted by Chad Gallagher 
that appeared in the Dec. 5 edition of 
The Daily Eastern News entitled, 
"Catholic Church Wise in Legalizing 
Divorce." I think that before one can 
make a judgement in this situation, one 
has to understand the other side in this 
matter, a viewpoint often overlooked. 
First of all, may I correct whomever 
was in charge of choosing a title for this 
article. It was very misleading and 
should have read "Catholic Church in 
Ireland wise ... " The Catholic Church, as 
it is known, has never legalized divorce. 
This was a policy that Ireland took into 
its own hands. 
Also, I think Mr. Gallagher missed 
the point entirely by saying that the 
Catholic Church "refuses to join the 
20th century ... " It is not the Catholic 
Church which refuses to keep up with 
the times, it is "Catholics" today who 
refuse to follow their faith and water 
down their religion. You can't have it 
both ways; either you are Catholic and 
support the church or you are not. 
I found Mr. Gallagher's statement 
about the Catholic view of contraception 
disappointing when he says "Imagine 
not being able to prevent pregnancy or 
sexually-transmitted diseases ... " This 
only confrrms the fact that today's soci-
ety revolves around sex. Imagine this, 
Mr. Gallagher-abstinence. Believe me, 
it works. The Catholic Church advocates 
abstinence for a reason. 
Lastly, what puzzles me in this situa-
tion the most is how Mr. Gallagher, as a 
self-proclaimed "Catholic," can say he is 
not denouncing the church nor calling 
himself pro-divorce by writing this arti-
cle. He clearly states that changes need 
to be made as far as the stand on 
divorce/birth control goes, that "it is 
unwise" for the Church to take this 
stand, and that it is "unnecessary" to fol-
missing. 
Richard Hansen 
Letter policy 
The Daily Eastern News encourages 
letters to the editor concerning local, 
state, national or international issues. 
Letters should be less than 350 
words. For the letter to be printed, the 
name of the author, the author's address 
and telephone number must be includ-
ed. If necessary, letters will be edited 
according to length and space at the dis-
cretion of the editorial page editor or 
editor in chief 
Anonymous letters will not be print-
ed. 
The Daily Eastern News 
CHET PIOTROWSKI/Photo editor 
Jeff Rucker, a senior sociology major, deejays the New Year's 
Dance in the Carman Hall cafeteria Tuesday night. The dance, 
which kicked off Panther Preview Week, was sponsored by the 
Office of Orientation. 
The Rathskeller welcomes 
students with coffee, jazz 
By THERESA GAVLIN 
Staff writer 
A selection of free coffees, 
jazz performances and student 
organization information are 
available in the Rathskeller 
Thursday to welcome freshman 
and returning students back to 
Eastern. 
This is the second year the 
Coffee House has been a part of 
Panther Preview, but it is the first 
year Student Organization Day 
has been combined with the 
Coffee House, said Shelly White, 
director of orientation. 
The Coffee House will allow 
students to sample new and dif-
ferent types of coffees from 10 
a.m. to 3 p.m. in the loft of the 
Rathskeller, located in the base-
ment of the Martin Luther King 
Jr. University Union. 
There are also Eastern jazz 
musicians scheduled to perform 
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
"We called the music depart-
ment, talked to the music adviser 
and asked if he would choose 
some students to perform," 
White said. "Tables will be set 
up and students can take 
brochures for campus organiza-
tions, such as Student Gov-
ernment, greek life, student vol-
unteer center or Circle K." 
She said an "array" of differ-
ent coffees will be served, 
including such coffees as Irish 
cream, hazelnut, raspberry and 
cappuccino. 
There is no charge for the cof-
fee, but students are also able to 
order "home-cooked" food from 
the Rathskeller, White said. 
White is "hoping it will pro-
vide an atmosphere where people 
can talk and drink coffees" and 
to help promote the Rathskeller. 
"Most students like jazz 
music, and hopefully that will 
appeal to a lot of students," she 
added. 
State of University Address 
scheduled for senate meeting 
The State of the University 
Address, a yearly speech sched-
uled to be given by the student 
body president tonight at the 
Student Senate meeting, will be 
postponed until next week's meet-
ing. 
Michelle Gaddini, student body 
president, said she will hold off 
giving the speech so interested stu-
dents have more advanced notice 
to be able to attend the meeting. 
"I want to make sure people 
know about it if they are wanting 
to go," Gaddini said. 
However, the senate tonight will 
be giving updates on what the 
eight senate committees are plan-
ning for the new semester and 
where they stand on current pro-
jects. 
The senate will also decide 
when to hold senator training for 
new senate members. 
The senate meeting will be at 7 
p.m. in the Charleston-Mattoon 
Room of the Martin Luther King 
Jr. University Union. 
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Senate undecided on action 
Plagiarism involving e-mail raises questions 
By REAGAN BRANHAM 
Student government editor 
The Student Senate has not 
decided whether to take any 
action against Student Body 
President Michelle Gaddini for 
her possible plagiarism during 
the fall commencement speech 
last semester, said Senate 
Speaker Kevin Piket. 
Piket said he had not heard of 
any questions surrounding 
Gaddini's speech and has never 
heard of a similar situation in 
the past. 
"This is the first I've heard of 
it," Piket said. "I'll have to talk 
to (senate adviser) Dave 
(Milberg) before I can comment 
on it." 
Gaddini 
was ques-
tioned after 
her speech 
when she 
used 29 of 
3 8 para-
graphs in a 
poem sent to 
her on e-
Michelle Gaddini mail. 
Milberg, who said he has not 
heard of a similar situation 
occurring in the eight years he 
has worked at Eastern, said he is 
not sure disciplining Gaddini is 
within the senate's jurisdiction. 
"I don't think that's some-
thing they as a group should 
involve themselves in," Milberg 
said. "Certainly there's nothing 
in the bylaws or constitution 
that outlines it." 
English professor Frank 
McCormick said last semester's 
plagiarism rules may not be 
formed for the use of informa-
tion received from the Internet. 
"I have the impression that 
public speakers have adopted a 
convention that allows some 
borrowing of material from 
other sources ," McCormick 
said. 
Milberg said he was not sure 
exactly what, if anything, would 
be done to take action against 
Gaddini because the laws con-
cerning e-mail information are 
City Council votes to take bids 
Water main leak detection contract sought 
By SCOTI BOEHMER 
Staff editor 
The Charleston City Council 
voted Tuesday night to begin 
advertising to accept bids for a 
water main leak detection contract. 
The water main leak detection 
will be used to detect any leaks or 
weaknesses in the existing sewer 
line before a new water tower is 
built. 
"It will identify existing leaks 
and weak spots in the pipe system 
and may put us ahead of the game," 
said Mayor Dan Cougill. 
Cougill said when the new water 
tower is built it will increase the 
water pressure in Charleston, which 
may cause cracks and expose dam-
The votes are in 
age in the existing water lines. 
In other council business 
Tuesday: 
• The council held a public 
hearing to vacate the alley at 
Michael Owen's place of residence, 
Rural Route 2, box 12. 
The alley would be used by 
Owen to build a new business. 
The proposal will be placed on 
file for public inspection and to 
determine if a sewer line in the 
alley is currently in use. 
"As far as the alley, there's no 
utilities in there, there's just a old 
abandoned six inch sewer in there," 
Owens said. 
• The council voted to approve 
a contract with the local firefighters 
union #3200. 
• The council voted to approve 
and label as waived the promotion 
of one firefighter to battalion chief 
and one to captain. 
• The council voted to approve 
a resolution recommending that 
multi-unit dwellings be required to 
have one parking spot for each resi-
dent in the dwellings, as well as l 0 
percent or one parking spot for visi-
tors or maintenance use. 
• The council voted to allow the 
police department to hire a 
telecommunicator and one addi-
tional police officer. 
• The council voted to put on 
public inspection a ordinance that 
would not require Grimes Motor 
Complex to have a sidewalk on 
SARAH WONG/Staff photographer 
Kenny Winings and David Smith, both workers for the local Charleston #7591 United Paperworkers 
International Union, talk to their friends after voting on a labor contract Monday. Of the 938 workers, 865 
voted against the proposal and 72 voted for the proposal. Contract talks will continue today. 
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Snow mounds of trouble Senate mixed over possibl 
changes in appointments Removal of accumulated snow a problem 
By JENNY RUEHLE 
Staff writer 
The recent snowfall accumu-
lation of 40 inches, the most 
the Charleston area has seen 
since 1979, has Physical Plant 
workers wondering what to do 
with mounds of snow cleared 
from parking lots and side-
walks. 
"We started getting dump 
trucks and putting the snow in 
there because we started run-
ning out of places to put the 
snow," Physical Plant Director 
Ted Weidner said. "Then we 
started putting the snow on 
parts of the university where 
people don't walk, such as the 
oval part of land in Greek 
Court and land by the Student 
Recreation Center." 
Weidner said he has been 
trying to keep the snow accu-
mulation down to a minimum 
since it started. 
"Shortly after New Year's 
we had a big snowfall," 
Weidner said. "The snow 
stopped falling around mid-
night and we started working 
around three in the morning 
and didn't stop for about 12 
hours. 
"Two days later, we had 
another snow fall that started 
late in the day," he said. "We 
went out and put in another 12 
hours plowing and maintaining 
the snow." 
He said the main focus of 
the clean up work was with the 
faculty and residence hall park-
ing lots, but it has recently 
shifted to sidewalks. 
"Since school is now in ses-
sion, we are concentrating on 
the sidewalks," Weidner said. 
"We need to keep the side-
walks clear of puddles, ice and 
snow." 
Weidner said the Physical 
Plant workers will continue 
drain water from sidewalks and 
put sand on the ice so students 
can walk safely to class. 
By BETSY COLE 
Administration editor 
The Faculty Senate Tuesday discussed 
the Radio Television Center Board's 
recent proposed bylaw changes that would 
allow the senate one appointment to the 
board rather than three appointments. 
Senate member John Allison said if the 
bylaws are changed it would contradict a 
senate motion passed in the spring of 1995 
that called for three senate appointments to 
theRTCB. 
Allison also said he was disappointed 
the President's Council approved the 
RTCB bylaws without telling the senate. 
However, some senate members dis-
agreed saying the new composition of 
board bylaws actually allows for a more 
diverse representation of faculty on 
RTCB. 
"Our main concern should be fac 
representation and faculty voice," 
senate member Ron Gholson. 
"Our constituency is the faculty, no1 
Faculty Senate," said John Simpson, 
ate chairman. 
In other business Tuesday: 
• John Craft, women's track coach, 
welcomed back to the senate after tal 
leave of absence when holding the 1= 
tion of acting director of athletics. 
• Senate member Roger Beck reque 
a leave of absence because he is servin 
acting associate dean of graduate rese~ 
Senate member Lankford Walker is 
taking a leave of absence from the uni 
sity to recover from surgery. 
Taylor and Lawson dining services to offer pasta, potato, taco bar~ 
By MELISSA McCLAIN 
Staff writer 
Since some students are tired of the usual 
Dining Services menu, two residence halls 
are offering bars to find a good alternative. 
Pasta, potato and taco bars have been 
added to Taylor and Lawson residence halls 
this semester. The food bars are located on 
the Lawson side of the dining hall. 
"Some students do not like meat and this 
Wednesday 
$1°0 PINTS 
Leinie, 
Low Dark, MGD 
TOMORROW: 
$2 PINTS 
SAM ADAMS 
509 VAN BUREN 345-2380 
SURPRISE 
YOUR 
JRIEND! 
Place a 
BIRTHDAY AD 
with a 
PHOTO AND 
MESSAGE 
in 
The Daily 
Eastern 
News 
(Deadline: 3 Business Days 
Before Ad is to run) 
option allows students a chance to have more 
pasta, which is a high protein item," said 
Sheila Maulding, food service administrator 
for Taylor and Lawson residence halls. 
The change was initiated by requests from 
students, Hom said. 
said. "And we talked to our own stud 
here to see what they would like. 
She said the options, however, will only be 
offered during the lunch hour. 
"We started talking about it last spring, 
before we remodeled, but we had to wait 
until we got the equipment in to make the 
changes," Hom said. 
"We always hope to keep up with wha 
students want, but we must keep in mine 
(room and board costs,) and stay within 
budget," Hom said. 
"It is possible we could eventually offer 
the food bar for dinner as well, (but) we 
wanted to start out gradually and see how the 
students respond to it," said Jane Hom, direc-
tor of residence hall dining services. 
Much research was required before Dining 
Services could initiate the change, she said. 
Hom said some universities also offe 
ala carte menu in which students pay for c 
food item separately, and Eastern may sc 
day be able to further expand stude 
options if it goes to this system. 
"We went to a lot of vendors and food 
shows and also looked at what other universi-
ties were offering as dining options," Hom 
E.I.U. CAMPUS RECREATION 
RECSHORTS 
Office: Student Recreation Center 
INTRAMURAL SPORTS ENTRY DEADLINES 
SPORTS 
3 on 3 Basketball (M,W) 
Basketball (M,W,M 5'10") 
Indoor Soccer (M,W) 
Wallyball (M, W) 
Volleyball (CR) 
TOURNAMENTS 
Racquetball Singles 
Table Tennis Doubles 
SPECIAL EVENTS 
Free Throws (M,W,CR) 
Weird Bowling (M,W,CR) 
Wrestling Meet (M) 
M = Men's W = Women's 
DEADLINE 
Tue.l/23 
Wed.1/24 
Wed.1/31 
Wed.1/31 
Wed.2/14 
DEADLINE 
Fri.l/26 
Fri.2/16 
(Enter on the spot) 
Thu.l/18 
Tue. 2/6 
Sat.2/17 
CR = Co-Ree 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• WANTED ! ! ! 
ZNTRAMURAL OFFZCZALS 
Campus Recreation is now taking applications 
for Spring Semester Team Sports Officials. 
THESE ARE PAID POSITIONS! Officials are needed 
for Basketball and Indoor Soccer. While 
experience is helpful, it is not mandatory. 
Officials training is provided. Individuals 
may play and officiate! It's a great way to 
earn some extra cash!!! Stop by or call the 
Intramural Office for applications and/or 
details: 581-2821. 
l///ll/l/l/ll//ll/11//l/l/111111/ll/1/llll/1/11 
(SCHICK) 3-0N-3 BASKETBALL 
Entries are accepted Wed., Jan. 17 through 
Tues., Jan. 23. Play begins Wed. Jan. 24 in 
the SRC. Men's & Women's divisions. Teams 
consist of three players and one substitute. 
All baskets count for 2 points. Tournament 
winner advances to the Regional Tournament. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
PART-TIME 
STUDEN'I' SRC FEE 
Part-time students may purchase a rec card @ 
$5.00 for each credit hour less than 12 for 
which they are registered. Students should 
BRING their FEB RECEIPT OR CLASS SCHEDULE & 
VALIDATED STUDENT I.D. to the SRC office. 
------------------------
SELF-DEFENSE I MARTIAL ARTS 
Campus Recreation offers a free weekly 
progressive Self-Defense /Martial Arts program. 
Participants may join the program at any time 
during the semester, but are encouraged to 
attend all sessions: January 23 through 
March 12 -- Tuesdays at 7 p.m. 
Telephone 581-2821 
FACZLZTY RECREATZON HOURS SPRZNG 1996 
January 16 - May 11, 1996 
Fac~1ity Mon-Fri Sat Sun 
Student Rec Center 7am-12mid 10am-12mid 12pm-12mid 
(SRC/Lantz w~~~ c~o•• at 10pm atart~ng Mon. Mar. l5) 
Lantz Bldg 7prn-12mid lpm-12rnid 12pm-12mid 
Lantz Pool 7 : 30p-10p 2pm-5pm 2pm-5pm 
Lantz Fieldhouse Closed:l/8-3/24 2pm-12rnid l2pm-12mid 
8p-10p:3/25-S/9 
Racquetball courts 7arn-l2rnid 10am-12rnid 12pm-12rnid 
Kxcept during cla•• hour• xon-Tbur•. 
Lantz Equip. Rm. 7:30a-9p Closed Closed 
Ath~et~c avanta w~ll take pr~or~ty ~n all areaa. 
WELLNESS CENTER 
Second f1oor of the Student Rec Center 
Hours: 3-7 pm, Mon.-Thurs. and by appointment. 
Services include: Body Fat Composition, 
Exercise Prescription, Equipment Orientation, & 
Wellness Programming such as nutrition, smoking 
cessation, stress reduction, back care, 
diabetes info., & much more! For information, 
please call 581-2820. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • FITNESS MILEAGE CLUB 
Monitor your progress in the activity or 
fitness plan of your choice. Membership fee--
$5. Those who complete mileage will receive a 
T-shirt. Applications & information are 
available at the SRC Office. Charting begins 
the 1st week of the semester, so don't delay! 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
SPRING AEROBICS SCHEDULE 
Monday - Thursday Area 
3:00 pm Step Aerobics Room 
3:30 pm ABS Enclosed Gym 
4:00 pm Step Aerobics Room 
4:00 pm High/Low Combo Enclosed Gym 
5:00 pm Step Aerobics Room 
5:3 0 pm ABS Dance Studio 
6: 00 pm Basic Step Aerobics Room 
7:00 pm All over Body Conditioning Aerobics Room 
8:00 pm Step Aerobics Room 
Friday 
3:00pm Step/Tone 
4:00pm Step 
Saturday and Sunday 
3:00-4:30p Step/Tone 
• • • • • • • • 
AQUA-EXERCZSE 
Aerobics Room 
Aerobics Room 
Aerobics Room 
• • • • 
Campus Recreation offers a water workout i n the 
Lantz Pool Mon.-Fri. at 6:30 pm . This workou t 
is filled with cardiovascular activities and 
resistance training. 
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Bus crash investigators still seeking answers 
Public hearings to shed more light on Fox River Grove tragedy 
CHICAGO (AP) - Investigators already 
know a horrible combination of bad timing, 
malfunctioning equipment and dangerous 
design contributed to the October 1995 
school bus-train collision that killed seven 
teen-agers in Fox River Grove. 
They still don't know how those factors fit 
together, however. 
why the signal wasn't fixed despite repeated 
complaints. 
Fox River Grove Police Chief Robert 
Polston was on the scene with a state trans-
portation department engineer investigating 
the complaints about 7 a.m. Oct. 25 when an 
express commuter train slammed into the 
school bus. Seven high school students were 
killed or fatally injured. They may get more answers from key play-
ers in the investigation during three days of 
public hearings conducted by the National 
Transportation Safety Board, beginning 
Wednesday. 
"It seems as though the more we dig into 
this investigation, the more we discover we 
need to learn," said NTSB member John 
Hammerschmidt, who will chair the hearings. 
who said she never heard or saw the train 
coming and never got a green light to clear 
out of the train's way. They also plan to 
release their interviews with the train crew 
and expect to hear testimony from the train 
engmeer. 
After the accident, residents said they had 
repeatedly complained about the crossing to 
village authorities, to no avail. 
Village officials said they complained to 
the state Department of Transportation. 
But the contractor repeatedly sent to inves-
tigate the troublesome traffic signal was 
never at the scene when a non-stop train was 
barrelling through the crossing - the time 
trouble was likely to happen. 
On Wednesday, investigators will release 
transcripts of interviews with the bus driver, 
One key issue is a balky warning system at 
the deadly rail crossing that sometimes 
doesn't give vehicles time to clear the cross-
ing before a train arrives. Another issue is 
Abused wife spared 
death against request 
Drug kingpin indicted 
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - An 
abused wife who had demanded 
she be put to death for killing 
her husband was spared Tuesday 
by Gov. Jim Edgar hours before 
she was to become the second 
woman executed in the United 
States in at least 20 years. 
Guinevere Garcia apparently 
had had a change of heart: 
"Thank God that this has hap-
pened," her lawyer quoted her 
as saying after Edgar commuted 
her death sentence to life in 
prison with no chance of parole. 
Garcia, 37, was to have been 
executed shortly after midnight 
for shooting her husband during 
an argument that grew from a 
botched robbery. 
Death-penalty opponents , 
including Bianca Jagger, had 
campaigned for clemency over 
Garcia's objections, arguing that 
she had a harrowing life that 
included alcoholism and sexual 
abuse in childhood and prostitu-
tion as a teen-ager. 
As late as last week, Garcia 
had angrily denounced efforts to 
win clemency, telling the state 
Prisoner Review Board, "This is 
not a suicide .... I am responsi-
ble for these crimes." 
Charges carry possible life sentence 
HOUSTON (AP) - With FBI 
agents standing guard outside the 
courthouse, Juan Garcia Abrego, 
the reputed drug kingpin known as 
"The Patient One," impassively 
faced a U.S. magistrate Tuesday 
after his capture in Mexico. 
Garcia Abrego, 51 , listened 
through headphones to a transla-
tion of the federal indictment 
accusing him of distributing 13 
tons of cocaine in the United 
States and laundering or illegally 
transferring some $8.6 million. 
Most of the charges carry a 
maximum penalty of life in 
prison. 
An arraignment and bail hear-
ing was set for Feb. 6, when 
Garcia Abrego can enter a plea. 
An unshaven Garcia Abrego, 
arrested Sunday night in Mexico, 
entered Magistrate Frances Stacy's 
courtroom in handcuffs and the 
same camouflage jacket, black 
slacks and gray shirt he wore 
Monday night when he was turned 
over to the FBI. 
The doughy-faced, heavy-set 
Garcia Abrego answered "Si" to 
whether he understood the charges 
and what was happening. 
His attorney, Roberto Yzaguirre 
of McAllen, refused to comment 
on the case. 
Since at least 1986, the FBI and 
federal drug agents have been 
tracking Garcia Abrego's alleged 
drug pipeline, which investigators 
say extends as far as New York. 
Survey says 
low fat can 
still mean 
weight gain 
7 
WASHINGTON (AP) 
Americans are eating four times 
as much Mexican food and three 
times as much popcorn and pret-
zels as they did two decades ago. 
We are managing to eat less fat, 
but putting on the pounds any-
way. 
An Agriculture Department 
survey of 5,500 Americans in 
1994 found that half ate no fruit 
on a given day. They readily 
passed up dark green and deep 
yellow vegetables, despite offi-
cial advice to eat more. One in 
three adults was overweight. 
Children were getting off to a 
sweet start, switching from milk 
to soft drinks or apple-based 
juices. 
The survey came out two 
weeks after the government 
issued updated guidelines telling 
people to eat more grains, eat 
five helpings of fruits and veg-
etables a day and try to get 30 
minutes of moderate exercise a 
day. 
Americans did report eating a 
lot more grain, but that category 
included a 200 percent increase 
in snacks and a 60 percent 
increase in ready-to-eat cereals. 
Consumption of"grain mixtures" 
such as pizza and lasagna more 
than doubled. Ethnic foods such 
as Mexican cooking added to the 
Spring Classes 
"Experience our Hometown Magic" 
Winter Clearance 
30 - 40°/o off 
all adult clothing, watches, and clocks 
North Side of the Square 
January 15 - 20 348-881 I 
Celebrate lfun1p Day 
with these great 
specials at 
JERKY'S PIZZA 
8t. PUB 
CORNER OF 4TH 
AND LINCOLN 
345-2844 
r-----------~-----------, 
I $2°0 OFF : $1°0 OFF I 
: LARGE PIZZA : SMALL PIZZA : 
: AND FREE : AND FREE : 
1 QT. OF COKE : QT. OF COKE 1 
I EXP. 1/24/96 I EXP. 1 /24/96 I 
L-----------~-----------~ WE DELIVER I I ant to Close 
AT 
d College 
(:.olml,re~he:nsiVe financial aid 
for part-time and 
1~-time qualified 
appltcants. 
Classes offered on campus 
and in Charleston 
+ Day or evening 
Land College 
ak€ yand Blvd.· Mattoon, IL 
. .. . I 
L.. .... __..- JJ,L:r.J2 
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8 classifie adv e rtis i ng==Th=e Dai=ly Eas=tern N~ews 
Travel 
DAYTONA BEACH SPRING 
BREAK! Break away to the 
hottest action in Florida where 
guys meet girls! New motel on 
the ocean, AAA-rated , beach vol-
ley ball , free MTV. Pool and wet 
bar open 24 hours. Don't be left 
out of this Special Promotion. Call 
1-800-682-0919 
2/1 
::-:, S""'P""'R=-1:-:-N:-:G::--::B:-::R:-::E""'A,..,.K-:7'-=s-=H-:-O==TT=EST 
TRIPS " CANCUN * SOUTH 
PADRE ISLAND* BELIZE 1-800-
328-7 513 http://www. studentadv-
trav.com FREE FOOD & DRINK 
PACKAGE FOR EARLY SIGN-
UPS 
--------- 1/23 
Help Wanted 
***FREE TRIPS & CASH!*** Find 
out how hundreds of students are 
already earning FREE TRIPS and 
LOTS OF CASH with AMERI-
CA'S #1 SPRING BREAK COM-
PANY! Sell only 15 trips and trav-
el free! Choose Cancun , 
Bahamas, Mazatlan, or Florida! 
CALL NOW! TAKE A BREAK 
STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 95-
BREAK! 
1/17 
=s-=E=-=E""K""I-:-N:-:G::--:P=-A:-R=T-=-T~I-:-M-:-:E=--:-:Yo u t h 
Director. Call or send resume to 
First Presbyterian Church, 
Charleston. 345-2335. EOE 
1/22 
=c~O,..,.N-:-:S~O=-L~I=D-=A~T=E=D~-=M~A~RKET 
RESPONSE is hiring for 1996. 
We talk to people who want to 
talk to us! We offer: *Day posi-
tions *Flexible Evening Positions 
*Weekly Paychecks *Corporate 
Training *Starting Pay $6/hour 
*Automatic Raises. Call us 
today-348-5250. 
~c--=-=-==-:-:-:-c--=--..,--.,...-1/31 
MALE OR FEMALE models needed 
for life drawing classes. $4.25/hour. 
Apply at Art Office, FAA 216. 
1/26 
""c""R.,...U"'IS"'E=--=-s""H""I P"'S~N--=0-:-:W,....,-H""I R"'I""N--=-G-Earn 
up to $2,000+/month working on 
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour compa-
nies. World travel (Hawaii, Mexico, 
the Caribbean, etc.). Seasonal and 
full-time employment available. No 
experience necessary. For more 
information call 1-206-971-3550 ext. 
C57383 
Help Wanted 
___________ .2/7 
TEACH ENGLISH ABOARD-
Make up to $25-$45/hr. teaching 
basic conversational English 
aboard . Japan , Taiwan , and S. 
Korea. Many employers provide 
room & board + other benefits . 
No teaching background or Asian 
languages required . For more 
information call : (206) 971-3570 
ext. J57382 
--~----~-~2/2 
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING-
Positions are now available at 
National Parks, Forests & Wildlife 
Preserves . Excellent benefits + 
bonuses! Call: 1-206-971-3620 
ext. N57383 
~~-~.,.-:---....,--,~,..,--,=--2/7 
THE EIU OFFICE of 
Development is seeking well-spo-
ken , motivated and responsible 
individuals for telemarketing 
caller position during the spring 
1996 Telefund program. Work 
three evenings per week while 
setting your own schedule and 
earn excellent pay. Applications 
may be picked up at Suite 107, 
Worthington Inn Business Center, 
1500 Douglas Dr. between 8 a.m. 
and 4 p.m. 
1/18 
~IM~M-=E-=D-IA~T=-E=--O~P-=E~N~IN~G~S AT 
TOKENS. SOME WEEKENDS 
APPLY IN PERSON ONLY 
1/19 
"&-=4-=o--=, 0:-::0'""IY:-:-=R-. .,..,1 N,..,.c=o-:-M-=-=E=--p-o.,---te ntia 1. 
Home Typists/PC users. Toll Free 
(1) 800-898-9778 Ext. T-2262for 
listings. 
1/17 
DIRECT CARE PROFESSION-
ALS needed in 24-hour residen-
tial program, providing services to 
adults and children with develop-
mental disabilities. Evening and 
weekend shifts available. 
Applications may be picked up at 
CCAR Industries, 825 Eighteenth 
St./ Charleston, II 61920. E.O.E 
=-:-:;:;=-:,.---:-c,.-;-...,-=-::~~-:-==c=-1/23 
PIZZA MAKER WANTED part 
time, apply in person after 4 pm, 
Pagliai 's Pizza , 1600 Lincoln , 
Charleston. 
Wanted 
_________ 1/24 
WANTED SOMEONE WHO CAN 
READ AND WRITE MUSIC FOR 
OUR SONGS CONTACT ROBERT 
The Daily Eastern News 
Classified Ad Form 
Name: _________________ _ 
Address: _____________________________ _ 
Phone: Student 0 Yes 0 No 
Dates to run ______________ _ 
Ad to read: 
Under Classification of: ______________ _ 
Expiration code (office use only) ___________ _ 
Person accepting ad. _______ Compositor ____ __ 
no. words/days Amount due:$ ____ __ 
Payment: 0 Cash 0 Check 0 Credit 
Check number 
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first 
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. 
Student ads must be paid in advance. 
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads 
considered libelous or in bad taste. 
I WEDNESDAY 
Sublessors 
WOOD 234-6548 
__________ 1/23 
UNBELIEVABLE OFFER! Female 
sublessor needed for spring 
semester (Jan-May). January and 
May rent and security deposit 
ALREADY been paid! Very close 
to campus , Low Rent and free 
parking! Call 348-7659 and ask 
for Penny. 
1/25 
=F=EM~A~LE=--=s-:-:u=B:-LE=-s=s=o=R=--:-N=E=EDED 
Immediately. 1 Block from Lantz. 
Please Call235-6102. 
1/31 
7S-:-:U=B.,..-LE=A:-S~E=--:-M:-A-:-L~E-=R=-o=-o=:-M~MATE 
WANTED-OWN ROOM 2 BDRM 
APT. 348-1687 
Roommate Wanted 
__________ 1/19 
ROOMMATE WANTED: Own 
room free cable , trash , water, 
washer/dryer 1/12 miles from 
campus $195 =1/3 utilities. 348-
5362 
For Rent 
_________ 1/22 
NICE , CLOSE to campus , fur-
nished houses for '96-'97 school 
year. Twelve-month lease. 
210.00/month. Call 345-3148. 
5/6 
=s-=E:-:cl T=S::-:-:1 N-:-:G=-E=R-A:-cP=-A:-R=T=o-cMc;::E~NTS , 
1611 Ninth St. now leasing for 
summer and '96-'97 school year. 
One block east old main. 
Completely furnished ; heat & 
garbage included. Individual 9-
month leases for fall ; 3-month 
leases for summer. Call 345-7136 
1/19 
:-H:-::0::-:U--:-:::-s=E-=S~F-=o:-::R::--:N-:-E=x:-:-=T:-Y=EA R. 
Need 4-6 people. Near Campus. 
Reasonable. Phone 345-2416. 
~=:--=c-=~~~::-:-:-::--:1/23 
FURNISHED, SPACIOUS 4 and 
6 bedroom apartments available 
summer or fall of 1996 for quiet, 
serious students. One livingroom 
and 2 bathrooms per apartment. 
Offstreet parking. 6 blocks north 
of Old Main. Reasonable rates , 
low utilities. Ask about 1 0% dis-
count. 348-8196 after 4 pm 
1/30 
~N-=0-:-W~-=R-=E~N...,.T~I N~G~-=F-=o-=R=---=F ALL 
SEMESTER. Carlyle Apartments 
348-7746 
For Rent 
__________ 5/6 
DORM SIZE REFRIGERATORS 
and microwave ovens for rent. 
Carlyle Rentals 348-7746 
Announcements 
__________ 5/6 
**SPRING BREAK 96-MEXICO** 
From $399. 7 days- 7 nights-RT 
Air Fair. Free Nightly Fiesta. 
Limited space call now! 1-800-
844-2193 
1/17 
=F=R:-;:E:-;:E:;-;:F:-cl ~N--;A-:-N.,-;C""I:-::A"""L----;;-A-,1 D~! 0 v e r 
$6Billion in public and private 
sector grants & scholarships is 
now available. All students are 
eligible regardless of grades , 
income, or parent's income. Let 
us help. Call student Financial 
Services: 1-800-263-6495 ext. 
F57383 
2/2 
~JO~E~Y~' S~:--=s~A~N~D~W~IC=-H~E~S~M~ADE 
WITH OUR HOMEMADE BREAD 
AND BUNS; DELIVERED VERY, 
VERY, VERY, VERY FAST: DELI-
CIOUS!! JOEY'S: REMEMBER 
YOU DAD WANTS YOU TO EAT 
AT JOEY'S. 345-2466 
1/23 
=c:-::0-:-M=E~S=E=E-=T::-H=E:-C:::-H:-:-A-:-cN:-:-G=Es AT 
STIX! Dance floor, light show, 
drink specials nightly. 
1/22 
=F=R""E"'E~T --=s""H-:-I=R=T:--+----o&:-1:-::0:-::0-=o--=c red it 
Card fundraisers for fraternities, 
sororities & groups. Any campus 
organization can raise up to 
$1000 by earning a whopping 
&5.00/VISA application. Call 1-
800-932-0528 ext. 65. Qualified 
callers receive FREE T-SHIRT 
1/17 
;:D:-;:O~R~M-:---:S~I~Z~E--=R~E=-F~R~IG~E~R=-A~TORS 
and microwave ovens for rent. 
Carlyle Rentals 348-7746 
5/6 
""Gc::oO"'V""' To;:--;F:-;:O""R""E"'C~LO=s~E""D"hc:-o::-cm:-:-e::-c-s for 
pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax , 
Repo's, REO's. Your Area. Toll Free 
(1) 800-898-9778 Ext. H-2262 for 
current listings. 
1/17 
"'W""E=-;L-:C:o-0=-:-M;-;E=----;oB:-;A:-:C""Kc;---:S""T""U~D-;:-;:E NT S , 
New Bulbs, New Bed, Spring Break 
Packages to Daytona , Cancun , 
Panama City Padre, 10 tans $30.00 
thru Sun Jan 20. Buy Spring Break 
Packs from us and Receive 
Discounts on Tans, Swimwear, and 
Lotions Jamaican Tan 348-0018 
410 7th St. 
ACROSS 32 Old war story 58 Pursuit of satori 
59 Acme 1 "The Fall " 33 Campaign 
author quest 
6 Part of an 35 Anomalous 
eagle's flight 38 Bloke 
11 Logician 's 39 Bonhomme 
signoff Richard captain 
14 Alamogordo 40 Water color 
event 41 Bad--, Mich . 
15 Cut back 42 Juice, so to 
16 Half of dos speak 
17 Foolish reply 43 Kind of fund 
19 Like Mahler's 44 Bid-and-asked, 
Symphony No. 4 on Wall Street 
20 Speaks softly 46 Andean capital 
21 Tame 47 Favorite place 
23 Kind of ray 49 Nigerian port 
25 Military caps 52 Lowers 
26 Singer Shirley 54 Jazz's Charles 
30 Topps rival Mingus, e.g . 
&2 "Evil Woman " 
rock grp. 
63 Angler's basket 
64 Possibly 
clashing 
clothing pattern 
65 Actor Cariou 
66 Long time 
67 Suit material 
DOWN 
1 Send packing 
2 Tiny bit 
3 Computer list 
4 The Beatles' 
"Back in the 
5 Arose (from) 
6 Reject 
7 Watch station? 
6 Declasse 
9 Burden 
10 Colonial wigs 
11 Fair exchange 
12 The blahs 
~~8E-~ 13Venetian 
magistrates 
18 Jetty 
221t's full of 
hard-to-spell 
words 
24 Seeking 
-=-t~8 26 N.Y.C. race track. informally 
27 Swoosie's 
""""""'"-'=... "Sisters" role 
P.M. WTW0-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7 17 ESPN-24 USA-26 WGN-16 9C WILL-12 LIFE-40 
0:00 Wheel Of Fortune News News College B-ball: Wings Family Matters Lehrer Commish 
6:30 Inside Edition Inside Edition Wheel of Fortune N. Carl. at Virg. Wings Newhart 
7:00 Nat' I Geographic Dave's World Ellen Murder, She Wrote Sister, Sister Scientific American Unsolved Myst. 
7:30 Bless This House Drew Carey The Parent... Frontiers 
8:00 Dateline NBC Matt Waters Grace Under Fire College B-ball: Movie: Maternal Wayans Bros aons o 1gmy MOVIe:tJOOy 0 
R·~n Naked Truth St. John's at Conn. Instincts Unhappily/After 
Effective People Evidence 
9:00 Law and Order American Gothic Prime Time Live News Chihuly 
10:00 News News News SportsCenter Silk Stalkings Night Court ... Served? Unsolved Myst. 
10:30 Jay Lena David Letterman Nightline Simon & Simon Movie 
Announcements 
1/19 
A~T=T=E~N=T~IO~N-=F=R~A=T~E~R~N~ITIES 
AND SORORITIES Capone's and 
Panthers are available for private 
parties and functions 348-0288 
=--:-:c~=-oc-:-:::-~=-=:-::=:-:--1/30 
EXPANDING OUR STAFF! Looking 
for high energy people with a supe-
rior attitude. Apply after 2pm, in per-
son at Joey's for delivery drivers 
and in shop positions. 
Announcements 
==c-o-:-:::--=::::-=:-:-:-;~--;---;--1/23 
SPRING BREAK! Only 1 week to 
live-DON'T BLOW IT!! Organize 
group-TRAVEL FREE 
Jamaica/Cancun $399 Bahamas 
$359 Florida $109 FREE INFOR-
MATION Sunsplash 1-800-426-
7710 
__________ 2/14 
cam US CliQ~S __ _ 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have Mass tonight at 9 p.m. at the 
Newman Catholic Center. 
SIGMA GAMMA RHO will have an informational Thursday at 8 p.m. in 
the Green up room of the University Union. Business Attire Please. 
SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT of Management will have an officer's 
meeting Thursday between 4-5 p.m. in Lumpkin Hall student Lounge. 
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY will have a board meeting tonight at 5 p.m 
at McDonald's. All boar members are expected to be there. 
STUDENT VOLUNTEER CENTER is sponsoring a volunteer opportuni-
ty at Hospice of Lincolnland (doing office work) Thursday from 1-3 p.m. 
If you're interested, call Jen at 345-5168. 
ZETA PHI BETA will host "Zeta Week" on January 21-28. 
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for 
any non-profit campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to 
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE 
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be 
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline 
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE 
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is 
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be 
edited for available space. 
It pays fo 
/~d ""4? .-=>-t i s 4? ! 
Editor's note: Here are 
the answers for the cross-
word puzzle on Jan. 16. 
We will begin publishing 
the answers along with 
the crossword puzzle in 
our daily publication. 
Sorry for any inconve-
nience. 
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 
28 Prerequisite 
29 Formed a lap 
31 Orchestra 
leader Baxter 
331, e.g . 
341 
36 Neatnik's bane 
37 Table material 
39 Tiny bit 
40 S.A. land 
42 Strength 
43 Even matches 
Fox-8 55 
Roseanne 
Simpsons 
Beverly Hills, 
90210 
arty o IVe 
Star Trek the Next 
Generation 
Final Justice 
Cops 
45Young--
(tots) 
46 Commander 
47 Eye shade 
53 Parched 
55 Latin "that" 
56 Luminary 
57 Math branch 
48 White poplar 
50 More proficient 
51 Foes of Caesar 
60 Shell-game item 
&1 Block 
attachment 
JANUARY 17 
DSC-33 WEIU-9 51 TBS-18 
Invention Carmen Sandiego Funniest Home .. 
Movie Magic Bill Nye Funniest Home .. 
America's Little House on NBA B-ball : 
Wilderness the Prairie Magic at Suns 
nvem1on tJonanza 
Next Step 
Wings Over Gulf News 
One on One Movie: Chained 
Movie Magic Motorweek Heat2 
Invention Movie 
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Former Panther McElroy adjusting to pros 
Enjoying NFL life 
as defensive back 
for Indianapolis 
By BRIAN LESTER 
Staff writer 
For most college football players, 
their rookie season in the National 
Football League is a dream in itself. 
But for Indianapolis Colts' rookie Ray 
McElroy, his first year was more like a 
fantasy. 
Not only did the for-
mer Proviso West High 
School and Eastern 
standout make it to the 
NFL, but he also 
played on a Colts team 
that advanced all the 
way to the American 
Football Conference 
Championship game 
against the Pittsburgh Ray McElroy 
Steelers. 
"I think the first thing I have to say is 
that God has really blessed this team," 
McElroy said. "As we progressed as a 
team throughout the season, I think a 
lot of guys felt His (God's) presence. 
So I give God a lot of praise for the 
success the Colts had this season. 
"I also think the team knew what we 
needed to do and everyone was dedicat-
ed to winning," McElroy said. 
And in addition to the team's success, 
McElroy is also happy with his individ-
ual performance. 
"The best thing about playing is the 
fact that I'm actually contributing to the 
team's success and not just watching 
from the sidelines," McElroy said. 
McElroy has also had his share of 
345-7849 
Way Back Wednesday 
Songs of the SO's • Super Specials 
low points 
during the 
season, 
including 
the final 
seconds of 
the AFC 
title game 
against the 
Steelers 
w h e n 
quarter-
back Jim Harbaugh's last-second pass 
was tipped before falling in and out of 
the hands of receiver Aaron Bailey in 
the end zone, keeping the Colts from a 
spot in the Super Bowl. 
"After that play, the whole bench 
went from one extreme to another," 
McElroy said. "I couldn't believe the 
pass wasn't caught until after I got 
home and watched the replay. It was 
just a tough loss because we didn't 
make it to the Super Bowl." 
Nevertheless, McElroy was given the 
opportunity to play in the NFL. And 
while he always knew he had the talent 
to play in the pros, he was not expect-
ing to begin his career in Indianapolis. 
"I was expecting to be drafted 
because I felt I was good enough to 
make it to the NFL," McElroy said . 
"The Colts did show some interest in 
me a couple of times but I was not 
expecting them to draft me." 
And his talent showed, as he came up 
big in the postseason. During the play-
offs he picked off quarterback John 
Friesz against San Diego and recovered 
a fumble in the contest against Kansas 
City. 
As for the reason the Colts drafted 
McElroy, Colts defensive coordinator 
Vince Tobin said McElroy had the skills 
necessary to make it in the NFL. 
"As with any other player, we looked 
345-7849 
at a lot of film and looked to see if he 
had the ability to play in this league," 
Tobin said. "We also talked with his 
coach and found out about what made 
him (McElroy) tick. (And) since every-
thing we looked at was positive , we 
decided to draft him." 
Tobin also believes McElroy has 
improved since coming to the Colts and 
expects McElroy to continue his 
improvement next season. 
"(Ray's) had to learn a lot in order to 
play at this level and he did well during 
the season playing on special teams, 
cornerback and safety," Tobin said. "He 
also started on the nickel defense and 
while it's hard to predict what will hap-
pen next year, I'm sure he will continue 
to grow as an athlete next season." 
While McElroy is pleased that he is 
playing professional football, the transi-
tion from college to the professional 
level has not been an easy one. 
"(The NFL) has been a major adjust-
ment," Ray said. "The NFL is all foot-
ball because there are not any classes to 
attend like in college. We usually start 
by watching films at 9 a.m. and spend 
at least eight to 10 hours a day focusing 
only on football." 
However, McElroy knows he did not 
achieve this status alone and said he 
owes a lot of his success to Eastern. 
"I give a lot of credit to EIU for my 
success," McElroy said. "I learned a lot 
during my four years at Eastern and I 
think my experience at Eastern helped 
prepare me for the NFL. 
"Also, by dealing with losing teams 
up until my final year at Eastern and 
experiencing success, I grew to under-
stand more. I also think John Smith 
(Eastern's defensive coordinator) 
shaped me into the football player and 
man I am today," McElroy said. 
Eastern football head coach Bob 
Spoo is also pleased with the fact 
McElroy made it to the NFL and sees it 
as an accomplishment. 
"I wasn't really surprised by the fact 
McElroy made it to the NFL, but when 
you consider the number of players 
coming out of college, making it to the 
NFL is an achievement," Spoo said. "I 
couldn't be happier for him." 
Of course , the NFL is not all glamour 
according to McElroy. He also had to 
adjust to life away from the gridiron. 
"The NFL and pro sports is a whole 
different world and a lot of people do 
not realize this," McElroy said. "Being 
in another state, completely on my own, 
can make for a really stressful situation. 
I had to find a house , a car and at the 
same time I had to learn a new system 
(professional football) and get used to 
the new coaches. 
"(But) the Lord helped me to main-
tain my sanity and I was able to make it 
through this transition." 
Being a first-year player, McElroy 
has also had to deal with rookie treat-
ment. 
"When you are a rookie, coaches are 
constantly in your face because they 
expect a lot from you," McElroy said. 
"Unlike the veterans who have already 
proven themselves, rookies still have to 
prove to the team that they are good 
enough to play in the league . Coaches 
seem to have a lot less patience with the 
rookies." 
And who is McElroy's pick to win 
the Super Bowl? 
"I don't think I can answer that ques-
tion," McElroy said. "I was hoping the 
Packers (Green Bay) would beat Dallas 
but since the Cowboys won, I just hope 
that both teams play really well and that 
the game is as exciting as the two con-
ference championships were, because it 
would be good for the league." 
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Junior wrestlers 'displaying leadership' 
By CHAD MERDA 
Staff writer 
The future for the men 's wrestling team certainly does 
look bright. Matt Hughes and Dave Perra are standouts on 
this year 's team and are only juniors. 
Both of them are coming off of successful meets , in 
which both were the champions in their weight classes at 
the Southern Illinois University Invite. They went unde-
feated with a combined record of 7-0. Hughes and Perra's 
combined season records now stand at 47-1 4. 
Coach Ralph McCausland is pleased with what they 've 
done so far this season. 
"My expectations at the beginning of the year were for 
them to display leadership and they have definitely done 
that," McCausland said. He also said they have a "great 
work ethic, desire to win, and are disciplined." 
Not only did they want to perform well, but both had 
their sights set on going undefeated and reign as champi-
ons. 
" I was looking at it like I had to win the tournament in 
order to have a chance at regionals and nationals," Pena 
said. "It was tin1e to get the ball rolling." 
Hughes was not overly impressed with his victories. His 
fina l opponent received second place in Division II, but he 
said his other three opponents were not that spectacular. 
"Even though the competition isn't up there, it's still a 
confidence booster," Hughes said. 
On the other hand, Pena's opponents were not necessari-
ly a cake walk. In the finals his opponent was ranked 
fourth in Division TI. 
"I've seen stiffer competition this year than I did last," 
Pena said. "They were a division lower than us and were 
all pretty tough and gave me all I could handle." 
Hughes ' stellar performances this season have propelled 
him to being ranked number eight nationally. 
Being at the midpoint in the season, now is the time for 
them to give it a little bit extra to prepare for regionals. 
"I told coach McCausland that I had to start winning the 
close matchups, and I did this past weekend," Pena said. 
"Now I'm finally doing what I need to do." 
McCausland does not believe this one meet is necessari-
ly a turning point in the season for them. He said they have 
wrestled well the last several meets and since Hughes won 
the Northern Open in the second week of the season, that 
might indeed have been the turning point for him. 
Hughes and Perra have similar goals for the rest of the 
year. 
"I just want to keep working hard and try to become an 
All -American," Hughes said. 
Pena has a much more intricate plan worked out. "I'd 
like to show improvement over last year and win the dual 
meets if possible," Pena said. "Hopefully I can win region-
als and then go on to the nationals. I just have to stay 
focused." 
"Realistically I'd like to see both place in the national 
tournament," McCausland said. 
Phoenix coach Westphal relieved of duties 
PHOENIX (AP) - Hailed for guiding the Phoenix Suns to 
the NBA Finals three years ago but labeled a loser when his 
team of walking wounded fell below .500, coach Paul 
Westphal was fired Tuesday. 
Westphal, 45 , was given a two-year, $3 million contract 
extension last spring. Colangelo said he will still be paid. 
wait no longer to make a move following the Suns ' fifth 
straight loss at home, an 89-74 defeat to Cleveland on 
Sunday night. 
Westphal, dismissed by Suns president and owner JeiTY 
Colangelo, may be the only NBA coach in history to 
replace, and be replaced by, the same man - Cotton 
Fitzsimmons. 
A call to Westphal 's home was not immediately returned. 
Player reaction was mixed after the first practice under 
Fitzsimmons. A.C. Green, who is preparing to be a minister, 
and Charles Barkley rarely agree on anything, but both 
spoke of their respect for Westphal. 
The team, playing ,.vithout injured stars Barkley, Danny 
Manning, John Williams and Kevin Johnson, shot 38 per-
cent, matched the franchise one-game low of 28 field goals 
set in 1990 and scored the fewest points since the record 
low of 68 at Kansas City in March 1981 . 
He inherits a team that has lost seven of its last 10 games 
and has dropped to 14-19, with no relief in sight. The Suns 
are home against Orlando on Wednesday night, then play 
nine of their next 10 games on the road. 
"His life is successful with or without basketball," Green 
said. "I'm sure this is just temporary for him. " Meanwhile, Dan Majerle, the player traded to Cleveland 
for Williams during training camp, got a three-minute stand-
ing ovation from Phoenix fans before the game and scored 
20 points. 
Added Barkley: " I think it's sad anytime anybody gets 
fired. If the world was full of people like Paul Westphal, the 
world would be a better place. " Colangelo said he could 
Switzer says that he will 
rename boat 'Four rings' 
Packer coach doing well 
IRVING, Texas (AP) - Barry Switzer 
gets his chance next week to become the 
third Dallas Cowboys coach to win a Super 
Bowl. He jokes he'll buy a boat and call it 
"Four Rings " if he does. 
Switzer won three rings along with a trio 
of national titles at Oklahoma. He got the 
Cowboys to the FC title game last year 
but lost 38-28 to San Francisco. 
The "Four Rings" jab was directed at 
former Dallas coach Jimmy Johnson, who 
won two Super Bowls before he and owner 
Jerry Jones split. 
Johnson, who also won a national title at 
the University of Miam i, bought a luxury 
boat in south Florida and had '' Three 
Rings" painted on it. As of last week, he's 
coaching the Miami Dolphins and will go 
against the Cowboys during the regular 
season. 
"All I have is a bass boat," Switzer said. 
"Maybe we can get 'Four Rings ' on that. 
We' ll have to win first, of course. Maybe I 
can get a new boat. " 
DALLAS (AP) - Green Bay Packers 
assistant coach Gil Haskell has made 
significant improvement after fracturing 
his skull in a sideline mishap during 
Sunday's NFC championship game. 
"He is still confused, but is convers-
ing and recognizing family members," 
Dr. Michael Foreman, the trauma sur-
geon directing Haskell 's care at Baylor 
University Medical Center, said 
Tuesday. 
Haskell , 52 , likely will be moved 
from Baylor ' s neurological intensive 
care unit Wednesday, Foreman said. 
Haskell was injured late in the second 
quarter of Sunday ' s game at Texas 
Stadium , won 38-27 by the Dallas 
Cowboys. 
Cowboys safety Darren Woodson 
blocked flanker Robert Brooks out of 
bounds and into Haskell , his head strik-
ing the artificial surface. 
Coach Mike Holmgren, his wife , 
Kathy, and Packers trainer Pepper 
Burruss were to fly to Dallas on Tuesday 
to be with Haskell and his wife, Nancy. 
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still in the hunt for the Mid-Con title. The 
Golden Eagles host Western and UMKC 
before travelling to Charleston. 
With a win over Central Connecticut 
State University last Monday night, the 
Lady Panthers improved their standing, 
and gained momentum. 
Saturday's game against Youngstown 
also marks Eastern's first home game since 
Jan. 4 , a win over Chicago State Uni-
versity. 
Somebody had to win: Chicago State 
entered its Jan. 6 contest against the 
Central Connecticut Blue Devils riding a 
38-game losing streak dating back to the 
1993-94 season. The Devils had already 
lost their first two gan1es in the conference 
schedule - and then dropped its third. With 
a 70-60 win at Chicago State, Cougar head 
coach Kim McQuarter had her first win 
since being appointed this past offseason. 
Since the game, the teams are a combined 
0-6. 
Slow start: Picked by both the coaches 
and Sports Information Directors of the 
Mid-Con to repeat , Western Illinois 
University was looking for a successful 
season. But thus far, their plans have fallen 
short. Last Monday ' s 84-7 8 loss at the 
University of Missouri at Kansas City was 
Western ' s third consecutive defeat, and 
dropped the Westerwinds to fifth place in 
the Mid-Con with a 1-4 conference record. 
Western is 2-10 overall. 
Knocked off: ortheastern got off to a 
quick 3-0 stmt in conference play, includ-
ing a 105-72 victory over Troy State 
University. But their undefeated record 
wouldn't last. The Golden Eagles travelled 
to Youngstown State and Buffalo and 
dropped both contests . With the losses, 
Northeastern has dropped to third place. 
- Compiled by Josh Harbeck 
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Awards continue to pile up for football's Spoo 
Shares honor for 
Coach of Year in 
national maga-
Although it is a new 
calendar year, the 
awards keep piling up 
for Spoo. 
with other people. I am certainly grateful 
and it's a nice honor to have." 
with a 10-1 record and face Stephen F. 
Austin University in the first round of the 
NCAA I-AA playoffs in Nacogdoches, 
Texas. The Panthers would eventually bow 
out of the playoffs with a 34-29 loss to the 
Lumberjacks. 
By DAN FIELDS 
Sports editor 
Spoo, along with 
Montana's head coach 
Don Reed, were both 
named National Coach 
of the Year in Don Han-
sen's National Weekly Bob Spoo 
But the success didn't come immediately 
for Spoo. Before 1994, the Panthers suf-
fered through four straight losing seasons. 
During the 1994 season, Eastern posted 
only two wins in its first seven games. But 
the Panthers captured their last four contests 
to conclude the season with a winning mark 
at 6-5. 
But Spoo didn't take all of the credit. He 
explained that the leadership from the 
seniors was also a contributing factor to the 
team's first playoff appearance since the 
1989 season. 
For Bob Spoo, 1995 will definitely be a 
year to remember: an NCAA Division I-AA 
playoff berth, co-champions of the Gateway 
Football Conference, coach of the year in 
the Gateway and in Region Five. 
Football Gazette. Spoo's 
Panthers finished the year with a 10-2 
mark, while Reed guided the Grizzlies to 
the NCAA I-AA championship. 
"That's certainly a honor," Spoo said. "It 
comes as a surprise. It's one that I share 
And the team picked up the 1995 season 
where it left off, winning its first five games 
before losing to the University of Northern 
Iowa- the Panthers' lone regular-season 
defeat. 
"This team was determined, focused and 
united," Spoo said. "You can be successful 
with that kind of leadership. It goes to show 
you the value and importance of the leader-
ship from the seniors." Eastern would finish the regular season 
Craft answers coaching call 
Ready to return 
to the helm of 
women's track 
By MATT ERICKSON 
Associate sports editor 
Craft wonder-
ing in exactly 
what capacity 
he would con-
tinue at East-
ern this sem-
ester. 
And Craft 
understood 
that his for-
mer position 
Pickens said Tuesday. "Now we 
have more staff involved and more 
expertise." 
Pickens, an industrial technology 
major and three-time state qualifier 
in both cross country and track 
while at Charleston High School, 
also said she does not believe the 
changes have been drastic. 
When John Craft took over as 
acting associate athletic director at 
Eastern in June 1994, he probably 
didn't expect to be replacing faxes 
and interoffice memos with whis-
tles and stopwatches as quickly as 
he has. 
was only tern- John Craft 
"We're basically the same 
(coaching structure) as before," 
Pickens said. "But now coach Craft 
can work with the jumpers, coach 
(Tom) Akers can work with the 
sprinters and coach Mcinerney can 
concentrate on distance runners." 
porary. 
'The administration took a step 
in another direction," Craft said. "I 
was only in a acting capacity all 
along." But this time around, Craft will 
get the opportunity to coach what is 
likely his favorite student/athlete: 
his daughter Jonica. 
Craft had a 13-year career as the 
head coach of Eastern's women's 
cross country and track teams 
before accepting the acting admin-
istrative position. 
But last August, Eastern athletic 
director Bob McBee announced 
that a then ongoing search for a per-
manent associate position in the 
athletics department had been ter-
minated. 
So on Jan. 1, Craft formally took 
over as head women's track coach 
at Eastern. He replaced John 
Mcinerney, who will continue as 
the head cross country coach and 
assistant track coach for both teams. 
Jonica Craft said she believed her 
father was excited about returning 
to coaching. 
"It feels good," said Craft in 
response to returning to coaching. 
"I'm looking forward to it and 
we've got a good bunch of kids out 
there." 
"He's excited about coming 
back," Jonica said. "He enjoyed the 
position he was in (as acting associ-
ate athletic director) while he was in 
it, and now that he's back in coach-
ing I know he'll enjoy that." McBee said in a press release at 
the time that he didn't "believe it's 
appropriate at this time to add an 
administrative position at this 
level." That decision must have left 
Kendra Pickens, a freshman on 
Eastern's track and cross country 
teams, said she thinks the coaching 
changes bring more depth. 
But having a coach that is also 
your father could make some ath-
letes feel a bit more pressure. Jonica 
said she has not felt any stress yet. "I think this will help the team," 
Juniors lead wrestling corps 
Pena, Hughes earn perfect 
record at Southern Invite 
By CHAD MERDA 
Staff writer 
The future for the men's wrestling team certainly 
does look bright. Matt Hughes and Dave Pena are 
standouts on this year's team and are only juniors. 
Both of them are coming off of successful meets, 
in which both were the champions in their weight 
classes at the Southern Illinois University Invite. 
They went undefeated with a combined record of 7-
0. Hughes and Pena's combined season records now 
stand at 47-14. 
Coach Ralph McCausland is pleased with what 
they've done so far this season. 
"My expectations at the beginning of the year 
were for them to display leadership and they have 
definitely done that," McCausland said. He also said 
they have a "great work ethic, desire to win, and are 
disciplined." 
Not only did they want to perform well, but both 
had their sights set on going undefeated and reign as 
champions. 
"I was looking at it like I had to win the tourna-
ment in order to have a chance at regionals and 
nationals," Pena said. "It was time to get the ball 
rolling." 
Hughes was not overly impressed with his victo-
ries. His final opponent received second place in 
Division II, but he said his other three opponents 
were not that spectacular. 
"Even though the competition 
isn't up there , it's still a confi-
dence booster," Hughes said. 
On the other hand, Pena's oppo-
nents were not necessarily a cake 
walk. In the finals his opponent 
was ranked fourth in Division II. 
"I've seen stiffer competition 
Ralph this year than I did last," Pena 
McCausland said. "They were a division lower 
than us and were all pretty tough 
and gave me all I could handle." 
Hughes' stellar performances this season have 
propelled him to being ranked number eight nation-
ally. 
Being at the midpoint in the season, now is the 
time for them to give it a little bit extra to prepare 
for regionals. 
"I told coach McCausland that I had to start win-
ning the close matchups, and I did this past week-
end," Pena said. "Now I'm finally doing what I need 
to do." 
Hughes and Pena have similar goals for the rest of 
the year. 
"I just want to keep working hard and try to 
become an All-American," Hughes said. 
Pena has a much more intricate plan worked out. 
"I'd like to show improvement over last year and 
win the dual meets if possible," Pena said. 
"Hopefully I can win regionals and then go on to the 
nationals. I just have to stay focused." 
"Realistically I'd like to see both place in the 
national tournament," McCausland said. 
SARAH WONG/Staff photographer 
Sophomore guard Jess Laska drives down the court while practicing 
with the women s basketball team. Both the mens and women s squads 
will have all week to prepare for their next contests against 
Youngstown State on Jan. 20 in Lantz Gym. 
Tough road ahead for 
women's basketball 
Currently in fourth place in the 
Mid-Continent Conference with a 
2-2 record, the Lady Panthers 
enter a three-game home stand 
looking for an upset. 
During the stretch, Eastern will 
be visited by Youngstown State 
University and the University at 
Buffalo, who are tied for second 
in the conference at 4-1 , and 
Northeastern Illinois, which is 
tied for third at 3-2. 
• Youngstown comes to town 
with a four game winning streak, 
including road victories over the 
University of Missouri-Kansas 
City and Western Illinois Uni-
versity. The Lady Penguins also 
had five play-
ers score in 
double figures 
in a win over 
Northeastern. 
• Buffalo is 
also on a four 
game winning 
streak, includ-
Women's 
Basketball 
notebook ing a non-con-
ference victory over Colgate 
University. The Royals play 
another non-conference game and 
travel to Valparaiso University 
before visiting Lantz Building. 
• Overall, Northeastern has 
dropped below .500, but they are 
See HOOPS page 11 
